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FLYING SHARK

relative to a forWard directional axis of the toy. A second
actuator is further coupled to the body portion and moves a

This application is a divisional of International Application
No. PCT/US10/55574, ?led Nov. 5, 2010 Which claims pri
ority to Us. Provisional Application No. 61/259,071, ?led
Nov. 6, 2009, both of Which are incorporated herein by ref

Weight element in parallel or perpendicular direction relative
to the forWard directional axis such that the movement of the
5

Weight element changes pitch of the toy in ?ight to so control
ascent or descent of the ?ying toy.

Most preferably, the moving surface is coupled to a pref
erably removable tail assembly, Which is in turn preferably

erence in their entirety.

coupled to the body portion via an elastic element in a manner

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

that alloWs application of a compressive force to the body. In
further preferred aspects, the ?rst actuator is also coupled to
the tail assembly. While not limiting to the inventive subject

The ?eld of the invention is ?ying toys, and especially

remote control neutrally buoyant ?ying toys.

matter, it is typically preferred that the Weight element is

popularity. For example, as can be seen from http://WWW.

coupled to the body portion via a rail or I-beam having a
curvature, Which is most typically the same as that of the body
portion Where the rail or I-beam is coupled to the body por
tion. It is also preferred that the Weight element further com

americantoning.com/balloon/index7.html, a UFO-shaped

prises removable ballast elements.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Neutrally buoyant ?ying toys have enjoyed considerably
toy has tWo small and independently controlled motors to so
provide a blimp-like control. Similarly, a remote control

While numerous shapes are deemed suitable for the ?ying
20

shark is shoWn in http://WWW.raidentech.com/skaiexairshs.
html Where a small propeller assembly provides propulsion

surface is con?gured as tail of the ?sh. Additionally, it is
preferred that the body portion includes or is coupled to at

and direction of the ?ying toy. Likewise, as taught in Us. Pat.

least one stabiliZing air foil (e. g., dorsal ?n, pectoral ?ns, etc),

No. 5,240,206, a blimp-like ?ying toy has multiple propellers
to provide propulsion and directional control. While such
mechanisms are conceptually simple, they are most suitable
for toys that imitate a ?ying object that has already a propel

25

ever, Where the ?ying toy is con?gured as a ?sh or other

sWimming animal, propeller-based propulsion is less than

30

35

base plate and con?gured to alloW reversible coupling of the
tail ?n assembly to an in?ated and compressible body portion
the toy.

40

In especially preferred aspects, the actuator is a remote
control servo, and the moving surface is con?gured as a ?n
and formed from a tail portion that is ?lled With a lighter
than-air gas. Most preferably, the base plate and toy are con
?gured such as to alloW application of a compressive force to

from Festo’s air toys (e.g., ?ying penguin, ?ying ray, ?ying

Watch?v:UxPZodKQays,
WWW.youtube.com/Watch?v:
F_citFkSNtk,
http://WWW.youtube.com/Watch?v:
jPGgl5VH5 go). Here multiple control elements contort sub
stantially the entire body of a ?ying toy to so produce
astoundingly realistic ?ight motion. HoWever, such devices

the body via the elastic element, that the toy is con?gured as
a ?sh, and that the moving surface is con?gured as a tail ?n.
In yet another aspect of the inventive subject matter, a

neutrally buoyant ?ying toy includes a body portion that is at
45

expensive and requires highly sophisticated personnel.

movement of a Weight element parallel or perpendicular to a
forWard directional axis of the toy such that movement of the

Thus, even though there are numerous devices and meth
50

buoyant ?ying toys.

Weight element changes pitch of the toy relative to the for
Ward directional axis While the toy is ?ying to thereby control
ascent or descent of the ?ying toy.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
55

The inventors have discovered that numerous ?ying toys

In further preferred aspects, the Weight element further
comprises removable ballast elements. Typically, the actuator
is con?gured to alloW movement of the Weight element par
allel to the forWard directional axis of the toy When the toy has
a moving surface that is con?gured to move side-to-side for

can be manufactured in a simple and effective manner,

Wherein ?ight of the toys can be controlled in both horizontal
and vertical direction. Mo st preferably, such ?ying toys simu
late With a high degree of realism movement of a ?sh in its
natural habitat.
In one preferred aspect of the inventive subject matter, a
?ying toy includes a body portion that is ?lled With a lighter
than-air gas and that has a volume su?icient to provide neutral
buoyancy to the toy. A moving surface is coupled to a ?rst
actuator and the body portion, Wherein the ?rst actuator
alloWs moving of the surface at variable and different angles

least partially ?lled With a lighter-than-air gas in an amount

effective to render the toy neutrally buoyant. An actuator is
then coupled to the body portion and con?gured to alloW

are hardly considered toys as the manufacture is extremely

ods for neutrally buoyant ?ying toys knoWn in the art, all or
almost all of them suffer from various disadvantages. Conse
quently, there is still a need to provide improved neutrally

bly for a ?ying toy, Wherein the assembly comprises a base
plate having an actuator that is coupled to a moving surface
such that the moving surface is movable at variable and dif
ferent angles relative to a forWard directional axis of the toy.
It is further preferred that an elastic element is coupled to the

disadvantages remain. Among other things, directional con
trol (lateral and up/doWn) is not possible using such ?n
mechanism. A signi?cantly improved ?ying toy is knoWn
jelly ?sh, as can be seen from WWW.youtube.com/

and that ?rst and second actuators are controllable by an RF

remote control system.
Therefore, the inventors also contemplate a tail ?n assem

ler-based propulsion system (e.g., blimp, plane, etc.). HoW
realistic and therefore often undesirable.
To overcome such disadvantages, a ?ying toy is shaped as
a ?sh and has a reciprocating tail ?n that provides forWard
motion to the toy as described in Us. Pat. No. 5,194,029.
While such mechanism is signi?cantly more realistic, several

toy, it is generally preferred that the ?ying toy has the shape of
a ?sh (e.g., shark, Whale, cloWn ?sh), and that the moving

forWard propulsion of the toy. In such con?gurations, it is
generally preferred that the Weight element is coupled to the
60

body portion via a rail or I-beam having a curvature that is
substantially the same as that of the body portion Where the
rail or I-beam is coupled to the body portion. While not

limiting to the inventive subject matter, it is preferred that the
toy is con?gured as a shark, and that the Weight element is
65 con?gured as a remora.

Various objects, features, aspects and advantages of the
inventive subject matter Will become more apparent from the

US 8,303,367 B2
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following detailed description of preferred embodiments,
along With the accompanying draWing ?gures in Which like

is controlled by a remote control circuitry as is Well knoWn in

the art. For example, the left-right steering mechanism of a

numerals represent like components.

commercially available remote control car may be used to

control movement of the surface 120. It is generally preferred
that the actuator 136 is coupled to a base plate 132 of the tail

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

?n assembly 130, Which is coupled to the body portion 110
FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of an exemplary ?ying toy

via one or more elastic elements 134 (e.g., rubber bands).

according to the inventive subject matter.
FIG. 2 is a photograph of an exemplary ?ying toy accord
ing to the inventive subject matter.
FIGS. 3A-3B are photographs shoWing respective detail
vieWs of an exemplary Weight element and guide structure
according to the inventive subject matter.
FIGS. 4A-4C are photographs shoWing respective detail
vieWs of an exemplary tail ?n assembly according to the
inventive subject matter.

Similarly, the Weight element 140 may be moved along a
guide structure, for example, plastic I-beam 144 using a sec
ond actuator 146 (e.g., servo drive) that is controlled by a
remote control circuitry as is Well knoWn in the art. For
example, a forWard-backWard drive mechanism of a commer

cially available remote control car may be used to control

movement of the Weight element 140. It is generally preferred

that the guide element (here: I-beam 144) is substantially
parallel (e.g., Within 30 degrees, more typically 15 degrees
deviation) to the forWard directional axis 102 of the toy, and

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

that the guide element is coupled to the body portion relative

According to the present invention, various neutrally buoy
ant ?ying toys, and especially remote controlled neutrally
buoyant ?ying toys are presented that have a mode of propul
sion in Which at least one moving surface (mo st typically a tail
?n) of the toy oscillates in a controlled manner to thereby
provide forWard and lateral motion control. The moving sur
face is preferably removably coupled to the in?ated and com

pressible body portion of the toy by an elastic element that
exerts compressive force to the body portion, Which assists in
maintaining suf?cient rigidity of the body portion Where the
toy is in?ated With a lighter-than-air (LTA) gas. In particularly
preferred aspects, the ?ying toy also has a movable Weight
element that controls the pitch of the ?ying toy to thereby

20

Weight element Will change the pitch of the toy relative to the
forWard directional axis of the toy. Exemplary movement of
the Weight element 140 along I-beam 144 is illustrated by
25

30

local altitude, it is preferred that the Weight element further
35

ments 142 (e.g., lead shot).
For example, in an especially preferred aspect of the inven
tive subject matter, the ?ying toy is fabricated from

MYLARTM (biaxially-oriented polyethylene terephthalate)
40

?lm or other mechanically resilient material and shaped in the
form of a shark. The toy is preferably shaped such that the toy
is in?atable to neutral buoyancy With an LTA gas. Therefore,
contemplated toys Will most typically have a minimum length
of 30 cm, more typically at least 50 cm, and most typically at
least 80 cm, and a height and thickness of at least 10 cm, more
typically at least 25 cm, and most typically at least 30 cm.

45

VieWed from a different perspective, contemplated toys Will
have an inner volume of at least 5 liters, more typically at least

10 liters, and most typically at least 25 liters, but typically less
than 500 liters, more typically less than 300 liters, and most

may be added to the toy as decorative and/ or functional ele
ments to improve lateral and/ or vertical motion control.
50

lating movement of the moving surface 120 about the forWard

typically less than 200 liters. Thus, the Weight of the toy Will
typically not exceed 200 g (Without LTA gas), more typically
not exceed 120 g, and most typically not exceed 80 g.
Where desired, at least some portions of the toy may be

directional axis 102 of the toy as indicated by arroWs 108A

and 108B. Lateral control (i.e., steering to the left and right) is
achieved by moving surface 120 at variable and different
angles. For example, Where a sharp turn is desired, the surface

relative to the forWard directional axis While the toy is ?ying
to thereby control ascent or descent of the ?ying toy. To
further compensate for potential loss of LTA gas or adjust to
includes a compartment that contains removable ballast ele

has escaped from the body portion. Stabilizing airfoils 112
In further preferred aspects, the toy is propelled by oscil

arroW 106, resulting in an upWards pitch of the toy 100 as
indicated by arroW 104. Continued oscillating movement of
the surface 120 at elevated pitch Will result in upWards motion

of the toy. Consequently, it should be appreciated that that
movement of the Weight element changes pitch of the toy

alloW for controlled ascent or descent of the ?ying toy.
FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of an exemplary ?ying toy

100 that is in the shape ofa ?sh. Toy 100 has a body portion
110 and a moving surface 120 for forWard propulsion and
lateral motion control in the shape of a tail ?n. The moving
surface 120 is coupled to the tail ?n assembly 130. Weight
element 140 is movably coupled to the body portion 110 via
I-beam 144 for adjustment of pitch and vertical motion con
trol. In preferred embodiments, tail ?n assembly 130 is
coupled to the LTA gas in?ated and compressible body por
tion 110 via elastic elements 134. It should be appreciated that
the elastic elements not only alloW for simple attachment and
removal of the tail ?n assembly, but also assist in maintaining
rigidity of the body portion, even When some of the LTA gas

to the center of gravity of the toy such that movement of the

reinforced With thicker material, or other reinforcing materi

als (e. g., carbon ?ber). It is further generally preferred that the
55

?ying toy Will have one or more (stabilizing) air foils that may

is moved in repeated manner only in the direction as indicated
by angle 108A, Wherein the surface 120 may return to neutral

or may not serve as control surfaces. Such stabiliZing air foils
are preferably shaped as ?ns, Which may or may not be

position or may move from a ?rst to a second angle. On the

in?ated, and Which may or may not have a pro?le that is
effective to provide lift. While not limiting to the inventive
subject matter, it is also generally preferred that at least one of
the air foils is a ?xed surface (i.e., is not actuated by an
actuator) While at least one other control surface is a moving

other hand, Where a shalloW turn is desired, the surface 120
may move from side to side at angles 108A and 108B, Where

60

108A is consistently larger than 108B. Where it is desired that
the toy moves straight ahead, the surface 120 may move from
side to side at angles 108A and 108B, Where 108A and 108B
are the same. Therefore, it should be appreciated that the

moving surface 120 Will not only propel the toy, but also alloW
for lateral motion control. Movement of the surface 120 is
typically effected by a ?rst actuator 136 (e.g., servo drive) that

surface (i.e., actuated by an actuator) that provides propulsion
65

and/or directional control. Therefore, it should be noted that
the ?xed surface may act as a ?xed Wing to guide the toy

through the air, While the moving surface may provide the

propulsion.

US 8,303,367 B2
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In one particularly preferred aspect, the moving surface is

such that the guide element is coupled to the body portion

con?gured as the vertical tail ?n of a shark or other ?sh, and
is actuated by a servo motor such that the moving surface Will
be able to move to either side of the ?ying toy With the same
or different amplitude relative to the forWard directional axis.

relative to the center of gravity of the toy to alloW change of
the pitch of the toy relative to the forWard directional axis of

the toy.
FIGS. 2-4C are photographs of exemplary embodiments of
the inventive subject matter Where the ?ying toy is con?gured

Consequently, Where the ?n moves in asymmetrical oscilla
tion, lateral movement can be controlled (e.g., by limiting
excursion of the ?n to 30 degrees to the left and limiting

as a shark or a cloWn ?sh. More speci?cally, FIG. 2 depicts a

neutrally buoyant ?ying toy that is con?gured in the shape of
a shark, Where the body portion 210 is a helium ?lled
MYLAR balloon that has tWo pectoral stabiliZing ?ns 220
and a single dorsal stabiliZing ?n 230. Tail ?n 240 is only
partially visible. FIG. 3A is a detail vieW of a Weight element

excursion of the ?n to 50 degrees to the right). Of course, it
should be appreciated that such movement may be distributed
across additional surfaces (Which may or may not be formed
as a ?n) to increase realism of motion. There are numerous

manners of controlling side-to-side motion of a ?n in a toy
knoWn in the art, and all of those are deemed suitable for use
herein. For example, suitable mechanisms include servo con
trols of R/C toys, Which may be coupled to Wires or otherWise
resilient implements to force movement of the ?n. Alterna

that is con?gured as a remora (sucker?sh) 340A that is mov

ably coupled to I-beam 344A. FIG. 3B depicts another detail

tively, the ?n may be directly coupled to a servo. Similarly, the
tail ?n may also be con?gured as a ?uke of a Whale, and the
motion of the ?uke Will then be up and doWn relative to the

forWard directional axis. Thus, it should be appreciated that
the tail ?n motion in preferred aspects is not controlled by a
reciprocating mechanism that only provides the same ampli
tude of the moving surface relative to the forWard directional
axis. In contrast, it should be appreciated that the actuator that
controls movement of the moving surface is con?gured to

20

vieW of the Weight element in Which the poWer cable 370B to
the actuator is more clearly visible. It should be noted, hoW
ever, that the poWer cable may also be internally routed
through the body portion, or be printed as ?exible trace onto
the outside of the body portion (Which may or may not pro
vide the poWer to tWo portions of the I-beam that are electri

cally insulated from each other).
FIG. 4A depicts exemplary tail ?n assembly 430A With
base plate 432A and moving surface 420A. Elastic element
434A is shoWn detached from the body portion. FIG. 4B is a
25

closer vieW of the tail ?n assembly from Which it can be seen
hoW elastic elements 443B are coupled to the base plate 432B.

Actuator 436B is also coupled to the base plate and directly
drives the rigid base of moving surface 420B. FIG. 4C depicts

alloW a user to control the amplitude of movement of the

moving surface in either direction of the forWard directional
axis. Most typically, such control is implemented With a

an exemplary manner of coupling the elastic element 434C to

remote control servo motor similar or identical to those used 30 an (preferably adhesive) anchor 435C on the body portion of

the toy. As can be readily seen, the base plate and the end of

in the steering of a remote control car.

Additionally, it is generally preferred that the neutrally
buoyant ?ying toy also includes a second mechanism that is
capable of shifting the pitch of the toy With respect to the
forWard directional axis While the toy is in the air. Thus, and
especially Where the toy has additional (?xed) control sur

the body portion are con?gured to alloW engagement and
retention of the base plate onto the body portion using the
compressive force of the elastic elements.
35

faces, the change in pitch of the toy Will result in the toy ?ying
upWards or doWnWards. Particularly preferred second mecha
nisms include those in Which a Weight is moved along a guide
structure that is preferably parallel to the forWard directional

While not limiting to the inventive subject matter, it is

generally preferred that the ?ying toy is remote controlled
such that (a) control of the reciprocating ?n provides forWard
40

motion and alloWs steering the toy to the left or right of the
forWard directional axis, and (b) control of a second mecha
nism changes the pitch of the toy to so alloW for up- and

axis. There are numerous guide structures knoWn in the art,

doWnWard ?ight (and also to compensate for loss in buoy

and suitable guide structures include I-beams, ?at rails, snake
gears, rack-and-pinion gears, etc. the Weight element is then
preferably moved by a (servo)motor driven mechanism,

ancy). As noted before, there are numerous remote control
devices and systems knoWn in the art, and all of them are
deemed suitable for use herein. It should be noted that the
remote control receiver may be coupled to any portion of the

including a Wheel, a crank, etc, that alloWs relative movement

45

of the Weight element along the guide structure. In particu
larly preferred aspects, the guide element has a curvature that
folloWs the curvature of the body portion of the toy. Altema
tively, hoWever, the guide element may also be con?gured as
an at least partially external element that is coupled to the
body portion. HoWever, numerous other mechanisms are also
deemed suitable and include shifting of a ?uid Weight (e.g.,
liquid or shot), partial rotation of an asymmetrically balanced
disk, etc. In further contemplated aspects, it should also be
recogniZed that such second mechanism may be used to com

?ying toy. HoWever, it is generally preferred that the receiver
and associated poWer supply are either coupled to the base
plate in the tail ?n assembly, or advantageously be included in
the Weight element. Of course, if suitable, the receiver and/or
50

associatedpoWer supply may also be disposed inside the body
portion. In less preferred aspects of the inventive subject
matter, the ?ying toy may also include a control unit that uses
a (mechanically or electronically) preprogrammed pattern, or
may include one or more sensors. The signals generated from

pensate for the gradual loss in buoyancy of helium-?lled toys

the sensor(s) may then be used to move the ?ying toy in a
predetermined space in a predetermined path or in a random

as With loss of buoyancy the pitch can be changed to an

path.

upWard pitch, Which provides the upWard vector in forWard
?ight. Alternatively, or additionally, optional and removal

Of course, it should also be appreciated that the toys
according to the inventive subject matter may be modi?ed in

ballast elements may be included to compensate for loss of

55

60

numerous manners Without departing from the inventive con

buoyancy (e.g., due to loss of LTA gas or high-altitude use).

cept presented herein. For example, While it is generally

Where the tail ?n is con?gured as the ?uke of a Whale, it
should be appreciated that the second mechanism Will be
need to be adapted to the up-and-doWn motion of the ?uke.
For example, vertical motion control can be achieved by

preferred that the toy is con?gured as a ?sh and that the

disposing the guide element in perpendicular or angled ori
entation relative to the forWard directional axis of the toy and

65

moving surface is con?gured as a ?n, contemplated toys may
also be con?gured as other animals, and especially those that
move by undulating motion (e.g., reptiles such as snakes,
alligators, etc., eels, etc.), as UFOs, airships, etc. Conse
quently, toys according to the inventive subject matter may

US 8,303,367 B2
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lighter-than-air gas, and Wherein the body portion is

include additional propulsion mechanisms such as propellers
(Which may or may not be operational), compressed air jets,
etc. Similarly, While it is generally preferred that the toys Will
have only one moving surface (typically a ?n), multiple mov

formed from a polymeric ?lm;
a tail assembly that is coupled to the body portion by the
elastic element, Wherein the tail assembly, the body por

ing surfaces are also deemed suitable, Which may move in a
coordinated manner, or independently from each other. More
over, the moving surface may be segmented to so alloW for a

tion, and the elastic element are con?gured such that the
elastic element assists, via exertion of a compressive

force to the body portion, in maintaining su?icient rigid
ity of the body portion for propulsion by a moving sur

compound motion, Which is preferably coordinated among
the segments. Of course, it should be noted that the moving

face When the toy is in?ated With the lighter-than-air gas;
Wherein the moving surface that is coupled via a ?rst actua
tor and the tail assembly to the body portion, Wherein the
?rst actuator is coupled to the tail assembly, and Wherein
the ?rst actuator is con?gured such that the moving
surface is reciprocally movable by the ?rst actuator at
variable and different angles relative to a forWard direc

surface may be in?ated or non-in?ated.

The energy demand of the toy is typically met by use of an

on-board battery, hoWever, it is contemplated that at least part
of the energy may also be provided by photoelectric or pho
tochemical cells that are coupled to the toy or form part of the

toy. Still further, it is contemplated that While the toy may be
primarily used for enjoyment, various other uses are also
deemed suitable and especially include surveillance opera
tions. Thus, additional components may be included such as

transceivers, cameras, microphones, speakers, etc.
Most preferably, the ?ying toy Will include a body portion

tional axis of the toy to thereby provide propulsion to the

toy;
20

to Which a tail ?n assembly is removably coupled, Wherein the

tail ?n assembly preferably comprises a relatively rigid base
plate (e.g., polyethylene or polycarbonate plate, 1-2 mm
thickness) upon Which the movable surface and the actuator
moving the surface is installed. Most preferably, the RC cir
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cuitry for at least the movable surface (but preferably also the
movable Weight element) is also disposed on the tail ?n
assembly. In still further preferred aspects, the tail ?n assem
bly is coupled to the body portion of the toy via elastic
elements to alloW facile installation and removal of the

3. The toy of claim 1 Wherein the guide element is con?g
35

portion. In such case, external elastic elements may be pro
vided to maintain suf?cient rigidity of the in?ated and com

sible Without departing from the inventive concepts herein.
The inventive subject matter, therefore, is not to be restricted
except in the scope of the appended claims. Moreover, in
interpreting both the speci?cation and the claims, all terms
should be interpreted in the broadest possible manner consis
tent With the context. In particular, the terms “comprises” and
“comprising” should be interpreted as referring to elements,
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7. The toy of claim 1 Wherein the body portion comprises or
45
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is coupled to at least one stabiliZing air foil.
8. The toy of claim 1 Wherein ?rst and second actuators are
controllable by an RF remote control system.

9. A tail ?n assembly for a ?ying toy having a body portion
that is con?gured to be in?atable by a lighter-than-air gas to
thereby form an in?ated body that is compressible by an
elastic element, and Wherein the body portion has an anchor
element and is formed from a polymeric ?lm, the tail ?n

assembly comprising:
a base plate comprising an actuator that is coupled to a
55

moving surface such that the moving surface is recipro
cally movable by the actuator at variable and different
angles relative to a forWard directional axis of the toy;
an elastic element coupled to the base plate and con?gured

to compressibly couple the tail ?n assembly via the
60

anchor element on the body portion to the in?ated and

compressible body portion of the toy;

1. A ?ying toy, comprising:

Wherein the tail ?n assembly, the body portion, and the

a body portion that is con?gured to be in?atable by a
lighter-than-air gas to thereby form an in?ated body that

is compressible by an elastic element, Wherein the body
portion has a volume suf?cient to provide neutral buoy
ancy to the toy When the body portion is in?ated With the

5. The toy of claim 3 Wherein the Weight element further
comprises removable ballast elements.
6. The toy of claim 1 Wherein the ?ying toy has a shape of
a ?sh, and Wherein the moving surface is con?gured as tail of
the ?sh.

selected from the group consisting of A, B, C . . . and N, the

text should be interpreted as requiring only one element from
the group, notA plus N, or B plus N, etc.
What is claimed is:

4. The toy of claim 3 Wherein the curvature is substantially

is coupled to the body portion.

components, or steps in a non-exclusive manner, indicating
that the referenced elements, components, or steps may be
present, or utiliZed, or combined With other elements, com
ponents, or steps that are not expressly referenced. Where the
speci?cation claims refers to at least one of something

ured as a rail or I-beam and has a curvature.

the same as that of the body portion Where the rail or I-beam

pressible body portion of the toy. The term “compressible” as

more modi?cations besides those already described are pos

?ying toy.
2. The toy of claim 1 Wherein the moving surface is con

portion in an amount su?icient to maintain su?icient rigidity

used herein refers to the ability to be compressed With mod
erate manual force While containing the LTA gas. For
example, a commercially available helium ?lled MYLARTM
balloon is considered compressible under the scope of the
above de?nition.
It should be apparent to those skilled in the art that many

tional axis; and
Wherein the Weight element and guide element are coupled
to the body portion such that the movement of the Weight
element changes pitch of the toy While the toy is ?ying to
thereby alloW for controlled ascent or descent of the
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assembly. Moreover, it should be noted that the elastic ele
ments also provide a mechanism to apply pressure to the body

of the in?ated and compressible body portion of the toy.
Alternatively, the base plate may be integral With the body

a second actuator coupled to the body portion via a guide
element that extends in a parallel or perpendicular direc
tion relative to the forWard directional axis, and Wherein
the second actuator is con?gured to alloW movement of
a Weight element by the second actuator in parallel or
perpendicular direction relative to the forWard direc

elastic element are con?gured such that the elastic ele
ment assists, via exertion of a compressive force to the
65

body portion, in maintaining suf?cient rigidity of the
body portion for propulsion by the moving surface When
the toy is in?ated With the lighter-than-air gas; and

US 8,303,367 B2
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the Weight element changes pitch of the toy relative to

wherein the base plate and toy are con?gured such as to
allow application of a compressive force to the body via
the elastic element.
10. The ?ying toy of claim 9 Wherein the actuator is a

the forWard directional axis While the toy is ?ying to
thereby control ascent or descent of the ?ying toy;
Wherein the elastic element is con?gured such that the
elastic element assists, via exertion of a compressive

remote control servo.

force to the body portion, in maintaining su?icient rigid
ity of the body portion for propulsion by a moving sur
face that is coupled to the body portion When the toy is

11. The ?ying toy of claim 9 Wherein the moving surface is
con?gured as a ?n and formed from a tail portion that is ?lled
With a lighter-than-air gas.

12. The ?ying toy of claim 9 Wherein the toy is con?gured
as a ?sh, and Wherein the moving surface is con?gured as a
tail ?n.
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13. A neutrally buoyant ?ying toy, comprising
a body portion that is con?gured to be in?atable by a
lighter-than-air gas in an amount effective to render the

Wherein the actuator is con?gured to alloW movement of a

Weight element along the guide element by the actuator
in parallel or perpendicular direction relative to a for
Ward directional axis of the toy such that movement of

ballast elements.
14. The ?ying toy of claim 13 Wherein the actuator is
con?gured to alloW movement of the Weight element parallel
to the forWard directional axis of the toy When the moving
surface is con?gured to move side-to-side for forWard pro

pulsion of the toy.

toy neutrally buoyant to thereby form an in?ated body
that is compressible by an elastic element;
an actuator that is coupled to the body portion via a guide
element that extends in a parallel or perpendicular direc
tion relative to the forWard directional axis;

in?ated With the lighter-than-air gas; and
Wherein the Weight element further comprises removable

15. The ?ying toy of claim 13 Wherein the guide element is
con?gured as a rail or l-beam and has a curvature that is
20

substantially the same as that of the body portion Where the
rail or l-beam is coupled to the body portion.
16. The ?ying toy of claim 13 Wherein the toy is con?gured
as a shark, and Wherein the Weight element is con?gured as a
remora.

